Genetics of the SCA6 gene in a large family segregating an autosomal dominant “pure” cerebellar ataxia
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Abstract
Spinocerebellar ataxia type 6 (SCA6) is an autosomal dominant cerebellar degeneration caused by the expansion of a CAG trinucleotide repeat in the CACNA1A gene. Mutations in patients are characterised by expanded alleles of between 21 and 30 repeat units and by extreme gonadal stability when transmitted from parents to children. We have investigated the SCA6 mutation in a large Spanish kindred in which previously reported spinocerebellar SCA genes and loci had been excluded. We observed a 23 CAG repeat expanded allele in the 13 clinically affected subjects and in three out of 10 presymptomatic at risk subjects. Transmission of the mutant allele was stable in six parent to child pairs and in 29 meioses through the pedigree. Linkage analysis with the SCA6-CAG polymorphism and marker D19S221 confirmed the location of SCA6 on chromosome 19p13. The molecular findings in this large family confirm the expansion of the CAG repeat in the CACNA1A gene as the cause of SCA6 and the high meiotic stability of the repeat.
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Spinocerebellar ataxia type 6 (SCA6) is the fifth autosomal dominant cerebellar ataxia associated with the expansion of an exonic CAG trinucleotide repeat encoding a polyglutamine tract. The CAG repeat is located in exon 47 of the CACNA1A voltagedependent calcium channel unit gene, mapped on chromosome 19p13. The SCA6 CAG repeat shows some differences from the other polyglutamine repeats associated with spinocerebellar ataxias, SCA1, SCA2, SCA3, and SCA7. (1) SCA6 mutant alleles range between 21 and 30 CAG repeat units, a number that is within the normal range for SCA1, SCA2, SCA3, and SCA7, in which patients display a range between 36 and 121 repeats. (2) SCA6 mutant alleles do not usually show meiotic instability during intergenerational transmission, the opposite of what is usually observed in SCA1, SCA2, SCA3, and SCA7. In these disorders intergenerational CAG repeat expansion is frequently associated with anticipation. We report the genetic aspects of a large family segregating a “pure” cerebellar ataxia associated with the SCA6 CAG expansion.

Family SRB (fig 1) is originally from Sueca, a Valencian town on the Mediterranean coast of Spain. Genealogical data were obtained directly from members of the family and from civil and Catholic church records. Clinical information was obtained from 57 members, 29 of whom were examined by a neurologist (JJV). Twenty-two were affected, 12 of whom were personally clinically examined. Mean age of onset was 49 years (range 31-60). The clinical picture was that of a “pure” cerebellar ataxia with no ophthalmoplegia, pyramidal signs, extrapyramidal signs, dementia, or peripheral neuropathy. MRI studies showed cerebellar atrophy especially of the vermis. Genotypic analysis of the SCA6 CAG repeat was performed in 13 patients, six males and seven females, from family SRB. All of them showed a common pure 23 CAG repeat as the disease associated expansion and a normal allele varying from 11 to 14 repeats (fig 2) (allele sizes in 120 normal Spanish chromosomes varied between seven and 13 repeat units, the most frequent allele repeats being 11, 12, and 13 units). None of the four unaffected subjects older than 60 years, the upper limit of the age at onset of the disease within the family (full penetrance), showed the 23 repeat allele, suggesting that this allele segregates with the disease as well.

To confirm the association of the CAG expansion with the disease phenotype, linkage analysis was performed. Positive lod scores were obtained with the CAG repeat polymorphism (Zmax=6.89, θ=0.00). Pairwise analysis also showed a variable degree of linkage with markers D19S586, D19S221, and D19S714, located in a telomere to centromere order (table 1). Conclusive lod scores in the absence of recombinants using the “only affected” method were also obtained with SCA6-CAG (Z=7.88 at θ=0.00) and D19S221 (Z=4.28 at θ=0.00). Four point linkage analysis was performed to determine the position of the disease phenotype in the fixed map D19S586-(0.08)-D19S221-(0.02)-D19S714. The results suggest that the most probable location of the gene lies between loci D19S221 and D19S714. No crossing over was observed between the SCA6-CAG repeat and marker D19S221. Haplotype analysis showed several recombination events (fig 1). The mutant expansion was associated with the minor D19S221-SCA6-D19S714 haplotype 4-23-4 in pedigree branch A, whereas it was associated with haplotype 4-23-1 in branch B. Thus, it can be inferred that a recombination event between the CAG repeat polymorphism...
and the D19S714 locus has occurred in an unstudied ancestor.

Direct analysis of parent to child meiotic transmissions was only possible in six instances. In each case the expanded allele was transmitted with no size change (fig 2). However, we took advantage of the pedigree size; the two probands, VII.2 and VI.15, were separated by 11 meiotic events, and through the full pedigree a total of 29 meiotic events could be defined. As only the 23 CAG allele was observed in the 13 patients analysed, we postulate that the mutant allele has not undergone any variation when transmitted in previous generations.

Sixteen clinically unaffected subjects were considered at risk because they were under 60 and over 18 years old and they had an affected parent. After informed consent, 10 of them at 50% prior risk were sampled and presymptomatic diagnosis was performed. The disease associated 23 repeat allele was observed in three subjects, aged 27, 28, and 47 years. The other seven subjects carried two alleles within the normal range. Presymptomatic diagnosis was also confirmed by linkage analysis; no recombinant events were observed with marker D19S221, being the three positive cases associated with allele 4.

In this study we report the genetic analysis of a large family segregating an autosomal dominant cortical cerebellar atrophy. We have shown that a 23 CAG repeat allele in the CACNA1A gene is associated with the disease phenotype. This allele is within the expanded range between

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>0.00</th>
<th>0.01</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.4</th>
<th>Zmax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D19S586</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D19S221</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCA6/CAG</td>
<td>6.89</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>6.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D19S714</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D19S433</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>-4.94</td>
<td>-2.24</td>
<td>-1.20</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pairwise linkage analysis was performed using the FASTLINK computer package version 2.1. A gene frequency of 0.0001 and equal female and male recombination values were considered. Each asymptomatic at risk subject was assigned to one of the six age dependent liability classes obtained from family data according to the age at onset curve: class 1 = 0 (<40), class 2 = 0.12 (40–45), class 3 = 0.37 (45–50), class 4 = 0.70 (51–55), class 5 = 0.96 (56–60), and class 6 = 1.0 (>60). A disease penetrance of 99% was reached at 60 years.
21 and 30 repeats that defines the SCA6 type of adult onset cerebellar ataxias.\textsuperscript{1}–4,6

SCA6 expansion shows high stability during meiotic transmission. More than 50 parent to child transmissions have been evaluated and only one unstable transmission has been reported.\textsuperscript{5} This fact has been explained by the small size of the repeat block in mutant alleles, within the normal range for other neurodegenerative diseases associated with exonic CAG expansions.\textsuperscript{5,7} Taking into account the presymptomatic positive members, we observed six parent child pairs and inferred 23 additional meiotic events in family SRB. The mutant allele size remained unchanged in all of them. This finding confirms the high intergenerational stability of the SCA6 mutation.

Different mutations in the CACNA1A gene are expressed as distinct disease phenotypes: missense mutations have been identified in familial hemiplegic migraine (FHM), mutations disrupting the reading frame have been observed in patients with episodic ataxia type 2 (EA2),\textsuperscript{3} and CAG expansions at exon 47 are associated with cerebellar ataxia but also with hyperreflexia were observed. None of the patients showed the phenotype associated with EA2 or FMH.

Presymptomatic diagnosis in neurodegenerative disorders has ethical and psychological implications. The finding of the mutation in a family allows molecular diagnosis to be performed without involvement of other family members for linkage analysis.\textsuperscript{10} We have performed presymptomatic diagnosis in 10 members of the family. In three cases the expanded mutant allele was found. Moreover, another seven at risk subjects under 18 years, five at 50%, and two at 25% prior risk, may still ask for presymptomatic diagnosis in the future. Anticipation has been observed in SCA6\textsuperscript{6,15} but no relationship with CAG repeat instability has been shown. Family SRB provides a model for presymptomatic diagnosis of CAG expansion associated disorders with unknown genetic factors related to clinical anticipation.
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